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Brand New TTO You Deserved



W30+/W50+

Appearance



Two Mode in One (Intermittent & Continuous)

Both of intermittent mode and continuous mode are build in 

W30+/W50+.

Two mode can be switched from each other easily. 

  One machine with two mode meets up more application from lines with both 

needs of intermittent packaging and continuous packaging, which makes 

stocking up by distributors more easily and saves inventory cost.



Printer and controller are separate. 

Controller of W30+/W50+ supports hot plug and 

play. 

Printer keeps operating without controller. 

Multiple printers can share only one controller.

  W30+/W50+ prevents damp production 

because of controller failure.

Hot Plug and Play



Cost of Controller

W30+/W50+ Controller

Low repair and replacement cost

  Save you more money, compared to printers from other brands.



Easy Way To Change Ribbons 

Only two ribbon roller with printer cap of 

W30+/W50+, ensures installation of ribbons 

with full angle easily. 

  Simplest way to change ribbons, 

shorten changing time, raise efficiency. 



Retractable Ribbon Reel

Ribbon Reel of W30+/W50+ is using specialized 

spring leaf to hold the ribbon rolls tightly.

Heavy duty ribbon reel ensures reliable 

operation, simple loading and unloading. 



Ribbon Usage Optimization

Ribbon rolling is controlled by dual electric motors 

to keep rolling stable.

  Printing gap of 0.5mm(adjustable) by default 

setting balances excellent print quality and 

minimizing waste of ribbon.



Ribbon Saving Mode

W30+/W50+ has ribbon saving mode.

Compressed saving print 

Repeated saving print

Uniformly-spaced print

Position compensation print

Multiple saving print can be set at same time. 



Print Head Positioning

Print head of W30+/W50+ can be repositioned 

easily by parameter adjustment, and printing angle 

can be self adapting to different cushion or rubber 

rolls to ensure printing quality.



Code Inspection

W30+/W50+is integratable with our independent 

developed code inspection system. 

Code inspection system adopts CIS scanning technology 

which does not require strong light source, long focus 

camera, or large space. 

  Designed for inspecting missing code, wrong code, 

distort code, variable QR or barcode, and displaced code.



Specification

W30+ W50+
Print Speed Intermittent: 2 m/min – 30 m/min

Continuous: 0.5 m/min – 42 m/min
Print Frequency Intermittent: Max. 250 times/min

Continuous: Max. 370 times/min
Print Area Intermittent: 32mm x 75mm

Continuous: 32mm x 150mm
Intermittent: 53mm x 90mm
Continuous: 53mm x 150mm

Excellent performance on print speed and area size of 

W30+/W50+ is outstripping those competitors from other brands. 



International Support

W30+/W50+
Arabic, Persia and other special character Supported

Solar Hijri Calendar and Islamic Calendar Supported
GS1 Barcode Supported

W30+/W50+ supports more special character and calendar to meet 

up needs of clients from different countries all over the world.
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